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Police seeking help finding five suspects

	Caledon OPP are seeking assistance from the public in finding those responsible for accosting two males in Bolton Nov. 14.

Police report the pair left a house party on Knoll Haven Circle on the north hill of the village at about 11:30 p.m. when a black SUV

pulled along side, and then stopped on Forest Gate Avenue. A man in the vehicle asked them if they wanted to buy drugs, and the

pair declined and continued walking down the street.

Shortly after that, the pair was approached from behind by five males displaying two expandable batons and one black folding knife.

The suspects demanded the pair give them their cell phones.

The victims were uninjured during the incident.

The five suspects are all described as white males.

The first is between the ages of 18 and 19, with blond hair, short at the sides. He was wearing a black Canada Goose vest and blue

jeans, and was in possession of a baton.

The second is also 18 or 19 with tanned skin and black curly hair. He was wearing track pants, and he showed a baton that he had

tucked in his belt line.

The third was wearing a red hoody and skull cap. He was in possession of the folding knife.

The fourth was about 18, five feet eight inches in height with long blond hair, wearing a black jacket and jeans.

The fifth was about 18, wearing a plaid blue shirt.

Police are asking anyone with information about this robbery to contact them at 905-584-2241 or Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS

(8477).
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